Literacy skills in science

z SECTION 1: Literacy skills in science
Why all science teachers should be teachers of
literacy
Do you hear students saying ‘I know what I mean but I can’t say it’ or ‘I know what I
want to say but I can’t write it’ or ‘I’ve read this but I don’t understand what it’s saying’?
Literacy skills underpin the ability of students to both extend and show what they know.
By explicitly teaching students how to get more meaning out of texts, you strengthen
their reading skills, ensuring greater learner independence. By regularly using planned
formal talk before asking students to write, you can help students develop their ideas and
rehearse the presentation of what they are thinking. This improves their understanding
which in turn strengthens their writing. By explicitly modelling writing, you show
students what you expect from them and provide the framework for them to achieve.
In short, teaching literacy skills in the context of science gives students the tools to
overcome their limitations and literally raises the ceiling of achievement.
The following activities exemplify approaches to developing literacy in science. The level
of each activity is determined by the context in which the strategy is set. Many of these
activities can be used to stretch students in KS3 and extend literacy skills into KS5 as
well.
Each section provides a general overview of why it is important to develop reading,
speaking and listening and writing skills in science. Activities are presented with
instructions, explanations of why they work and guidance on how and when to use them.
Sample student sheets are provided with answers and further discussions about their use.
Each section ends with a progression chart to inform you on the progression of literacy in
the context of science.
Reading and writing in science require students to integrate a number of scientific and
literacy skills. For this reason, in Chapters 1 to 6, separate skills are not listed in the
Overview, nor in individual activities. It is difficult to teach or assess these in an itemised
manner. These chapters demonstrate how teachers can add literacy into science lessons so
that students acquire literacy skills at different levels.
The resources on the CD-ROM are designed to be templates that teachers can adapt to fit
the topics that they are teacher.
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1 ‘BEFORE READING’ SKILLS
Overview
How can we ensure that our students can investigate their ideas, follow their interests and
research their own projects? This aspiration is behind the challenge of teaching students
to read well in science lessons, so that they can access science texts that are suitable for
their age group. To enable this outcome we need to explicitly teach our students how to
navigate science texts and to employ a range of reading strategies before, during and after
reading, in order that they can adequately comprehend what they read and become
confident, independent learners.
‘Before reading’ strategies can tune students in to the purpose for reading and focus their
attention so they read actively, understanding a greater level of detail. By first identifying
their prior knowledge about science, students are able to ‘hang the new information on
familiar pegs’ as they read and are more likely to engage with what they are reading.
Using the ‘before reading’ strategies, less secure readers are given visual organisers to
record the link between prior knowledge and what they hope to learn from the text,
freeing more of their working memory to process what they read. At this stage too,
teachers are able to identify the students’ level of confidence with key vocabulary and
assess areas of weakness and misconceptions.
‘Before reading’ activities can help students identify where on the page they will find the
most useful information, based on what they are looking for in the text. These activities
particularly support less secure readers, who are often overwhelmed by the amount of
information presented. Whereas effective readers use features on the page to identify
where to find the information they want, whether in a table, a diagram or explained in the
body of the text, less secure readers need explicit guidance on how to navigate these
features.
The following process summarises this.
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Activities and strategies
ACTIVITY

STRATEGIES

USE

Prior learning grid (page 10)
1.1 Global warming

Drawing on knowledge and
understanding from personal experience,
wider reading and previous education
Creating a purpose for reading by listing
questions that would extend
understanding and fill gaps in knowledge

Starter activity for pairs or small
groups. Provides an opportunity for
students to talk about their ideas and
check understanding before reading

What do we know about …? (page 11)
1.2 What do you
know about radiation?

Directing discussion by selecting key
areas, to identify what is known as well
as gaps in knowledge and understanding,
and misconceptions

Starter activity for groups. Students
contribute their understanding and
knowledge to a ‘class bank’, indicating
which issues need to be a particular
focus after reading

Vocabulary check (pages 12–13)
1.3 Pandemic bird flu

Tuning students in to key words they will
meet in the text
Practising reading strategies that will help
students to unpick the meaning of words
independently

Identifies both scientific and nonscientific words that are central to text
comprehension. Students may work in
pairs or small groups in order to check
understanding. Encourage them to use
each other and the text, rather than
simply pre-teaching the words

Sneak preview (pages 14–15)
1.4 Sneak preview

Choosing a double-spread page from the
class textbook that includes multiple
features and encouraging students to
skim-read effectively in order to locate
different types of information, enabling
them to apply this strategy in the future

A quiz before reading. Students will
realise the importance of using text
features to skim-read

Alternative activities
Vocabulary check
An alternative activity is ‘YES/NO cards’: place new words on cards and ask students to
sort them into ‘YES – I know this word’ or ‘NO – I don’t know this word’. In pairs,
students explain and check the meanings of words they know before writing a definition.
Meanwhile the teacher takes the words not known so that these can be discussed with the
class before reading the text.
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PRIOR LEARNING GRID
Activity 1.1 Global warming
Copy and complete the table below.

1.

What do you already know about global warming?

2.

What do you want to know? (Why? What? Where? When? Who?
How?)

3.

After you have read the text, fill in the third row to show what you
have learned.

What do I know?
What do I want to know?
What have I learned?

Answers and discussion
ACTIVITY 1.1
Use the stimulus illustrations and the ‘prior learning’ grid to tap into students’ prior
knowledge of global warming. Ask them to:
1 list what they know
2 list questions that remain
3 list what they have learned, after reading a text on global warming, from a textbook or
from an article.
This activity will identify gaps in knowledge and understanding, and contribute to
identifying a purpose for reading about a science topic.
A large version of the table is available as Table 1.1 on the CD-ROM.
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WHAT DO WE KNOW ABOUT …?
Activity 1.2 What do you know about radiation?
Work in a group.
Use Post-it notes to identify what you already know about radiation.
Use different colour notes if possible:
Â Yellow: What do you know about types of radiation?
Â Pink: What do you know about hazards of radiation?
Â Green: What do you know about uses of radiation?
Â Blue: What do you know about ways of avoiding the risks?
Stick your ideas onto a sheet.
Then combine your answers with those of other groups and create a
large class poster.
Types

Hazards

Uses

Ways of avoiding risks

Answers and discussion
ACTIVITY 1.2
This activity helps students tune in to their prior knowledge about a topic by identifying
the quantity and the quality of understanding across the class before reading about
radiation from a textbook or other source. It can then lead the teacher to focus the class on
specific information in the text.
A large version of the table is available as Table 1.2 on the CD-ROM.
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VOCABULARY CHECK
Activity 1.3 Pandemic bird flu
The table below lists some key scientific words that will appear in the
text you are going to read. Work in a pair or small group. Together,
score your knowledge of these words:
Â I don’t know that word

– Score 0

Â I’ve heard it but I don’t know what it means

– Score 1

Â I know something about this word and that is…

– Score 3

Key words

I don’t know this
word (tick)

I’ve heard it but I don’t
know what it means
(tick)

I know something about this
word and that is …

Score

virus
allay
infectious
evolve
avian
pandemic
mutation
genome
air-borne
transmissible
censorship
exploited
Total

Now read the text, on Information sheet 1.3. Find the words listed
above in the text. If you didn’t previously know what the word meant,
can you now work out its meaning from the text?
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Answers and discussion
ACTIVITY 1.3
This activity help students focus on how well they know key vocabulary prior to reading
about a topic. This is very important, since reading comprehension is intrinsically linked
to vocabulary knowledge. It also links with the concept of drawing out ‘familiar pegs’ to
hang new learning on; if students have a secure understanding of the key vocabulary
before they read the text, they will find it easier to synthesise the concepts which relate to
the vocabulary as they encounter them in the text.
The strategy, in summary, is:
1
2
3

Identify level of familiarity with key words arising in the text to be read.
Score your results to get an overview.
Locate the unknown words as you read the text, ‘reading forwards’ and ‘reading
backwards’ to unpick their meaning.

If students are strategically paired, this activity may offer scaffolding for some students
and an opportunity for consolidation for others.
A large version of the table is available as Table 1.3 on the CD-ROM.
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SNEAK PREVIEW
Activity 1.4 Sneak preview
You will have a few minutes to skim-read the page(s) from a book that
your teacher gives you.
Then you will be asked some questions on the information. You can
use Table 1.4 to answer the questions. Use the column ‘Answer 1’.
Now that you know the questions you have to answer, skim-read the
page(s) again. Then add more to your answers, using the column
‘Answer 2’.
Question

Answer 1: after first skim-read

Answer 2: after second skim-read

What was the text about?

What were the different
sections about?
What was the diagram about?

What was the message behind
the photo?
What was the source of the
information?
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Answers and discussion
ACTIVITY 1.4
Knowing how to read strategically helps students to become successful readers. This
activity is designed to demonstrate the difference between skim-reading and close
reading, by making explicit the importance of navigating the page to find information.
In the short time given initially, it is likely that most students will attempt to read and
remember as much information as possible, rather than use the features of the text
(headings, diagrams, captions, tables, etc.) to aid their skim-reading. This activity
reinforces the message that they should skim-read a text to identify where specific
information is located, before they read closely.
The process should be:
1
2
3
4

Direct students to a page or two from a textbook with multiple features. Give them a
short time to ‘skim-read the text in order to answer some questions’.
Then hand out Table 1.4 from the CD-ROM, with the questions that you wish to ask.
Students feed back, answering in the ‘Answer 1’ column.
Now that they know the focus of the questions, give them a second opportunity to
skim-read and feed back in the ‘Answer 2’ column.

Discuss the difference in the two stages of responses. Elicit from the discussion that it is
important to skim read text before close reading, in order to identify where information
may be located. You are teaching them how to use the features of the text to aid
comprehension.
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Progression – ‘before reading’ skills
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